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Plant Design | Stantec | Case Study

Stantec and Aera Energy conduct 100% 
remote VR meetings during Covid-19 outbreak 
to prevent RFIs and maintain productivity. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Timeline
4 VR meetings between 30% and 60% submission. Meetings 
were 45 to 90 minutes long.

Participants
Stantec PM + Mechanical Lead - Daniel Stitt
Structural Lead - Francis Olivier
Mechanical Designer - Prabhu Anbalagan
Client PM - Matt Vogel
Client Construction Specialist - Butch Hill

Goals
When Daniel Stitt, Project Manager, decided to deploy Resolve 
meetings on his project, he sought to understand the ways in 
which VR could enhance the design and construction of an upgrade 
to a large energy facility. The following main goals were set to 
evaluate the benefits of Resolve:

1. Improve communication between discipline leads and client.
2. Prevent major construction RFIs.
3. Produce a more operationally-focused design.
4. Evaluate the teams ability to use VR remotely on their own.

Key Benefits of Resolve Meetings Observed by Team

• Enabled team members to virtually meet and even improve their 
meetings during the Covid-19 outbreak. 

• Helped prevent construction RFIs via thorough review of as-built 3D 
model and proposed models with client team. 

• Caught maintenance and facilities issues only detectable in VR.
• Improved the QA/QC process by allowing the team to find more 
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Using Resolve, a Stantec energy team and client used virtual reality 
meetings to improve communication among discipline leads, prevent RFIs 
during construction, and identify issues in their site model. Team members 
were able to meet in virtual reality remotely to review the Revit and 
Navisworks model at full scale, even during the Covid-19 outbreak. 

Issues Identified 
/ hr in VR

13.3
AVERAGE

Locations joining from VR

5
TOTAL
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“Resolve provides a much better interface for reviewing 3D models 
than the traditional method of viewing a Navisworks 3D model on a 
projector screen.  The depth perception and sense of scale are what 
stand out most.  During design reviews, we can quickly spot issues such 
as unergonomic valve placement or lack of space for maintenance and 
construction. 

FASTER ISSUE RESOLUTION

MATT VOGEL, PROJECT MANAGER & ENGINEER, AERAENERGY

Fig. 1: The Stantec and Aera teams using Oculus Quests to look at their site model from above
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IMPLEMENTATION

Remote Multi-user VR Meetings with Resolve
The Stantec team used Resolve to host VR review meetings between different 
members of the project. Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, participants were not all in 
the same office and joined the virtual meeting from 4 different locations:

1. Stantec Office, Bakersfield CA
2. Mechanical Lead Home Office
3. Client Home Office
4. Structural Lead’s Home Office 

The team would jump into VR during separately scheduled VR reviews every 1 to 
2 weeks. The VR meetings did not replace any traditional meetings, but formed a 
valuable addition to the existing process.

Easy VR Setup with Oculus Quest
The team used 5 Oculus Quests to host the 
VR meetings. 

From a designer familiar with VR to a senior 
construction specialist new to VR, the 
Oculus Quest allowed everyone to join VR 
meetings in less than 2 minutes without 
any complex set up.

Daniel went on to note later that joining 
from his wireless Oculus Quest headset 
was far easier than joining from his Rift, 
which sometimes took up to 30 minutes 
to setup.

BIM 360 to VR in Seconds
Using the Resolve for BIM 360 integration, Navisworks models were directly pulled 
from BIM 360 docs into multi-user VR meetings. This allowed the Stantec team to 
confidently host VR meetings in the latest published version of the Navisworks model 
without the need for any model prep or game engine conversions. Their total model 
size was around 50M triangles. 

Training
Before using Resolve for review meetings the team underwent a hands on training 
session with Resolve. This training was critical to make sure everyone was comfortable 
with the hardware and the software. 

The team noted that site staff who were unable or unwilling to learn how to use 
Navisworks on their own found Resolve easy to pick up after a single training session.

Fig. 2: The team undergoes a training session 
before the Covid-19 quarantine began
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“ VR allowed our construction specialist to quickly identify an area of 
the project that was too small for heavy equipment to make picks.   
This finding caused us to adjust our construction plan for the project. 
The specialist identified the issue within minutes while using the VR 
headset but had missed this in previous traditional design reviews using 
Navisworks.”

PREVENTING LATE STAGE CHANGES

MATT VOGEL, PROJECT MANAGER & ENGINEER, AERAENERGY

Fig. 3: Butch and team notice and discuss a major access issue for crane operators



PREVENTING ON-SITE CHANGE ORDERS
Pictured here is the new (yellow) piping up against the 
existing (red) piping. The mechanical said if this clash had 
not been caught in VR it would have had an impact a 
negative impact on shutdown plans or lead to a change 
order for an unplanned cut pipe in the field. 

ORDERING THE RIGHT PARTS
The structural lead and client huddled around this blue pipe 
and light blue support. It was wrongly assumed the pipe 
was going to be demolished before the support structure 
was installed.. The structural engineer was able to modify 
the support to an “L” shape to avoid the issue. 
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RESULTS

The Stantec Bakersfield and Aera energy teams used Resolve to review their Revit 
and Navisworks models as they progressed from 30% to 60% submission. In just 3 
one-hour VR meetings, the team identified 39 issues ranging from potential RFIs 
to plant staff ergonomics to simple clashes.

According to a study published by Navigant Construction Forum, the average RFI 
costs $1,080 and takes about 8 hours to review1. When RFIs are issued, project staff 
may be on new projects and addressing the RFI eats into productivity and design time 
for other projects. Furthermore, the design team sometimes loses the right to bill 
those hours.

Major Savings:

- Discipline leads clarified and corrected clashes that arose due to miscommunication 
about the demolishion timeline for specific pipe lines. 

- A large number of valves flagged in VR were made more ergonomic, preventing 
disability and long term health impacts on plant staff workers.

- Vehicle access issues that were missed in Navisworks helped prevent major schedule 
and budget delay had the wrong crane been ordered.

-Able to maintain a high degree of communication and interaction during Covid-19

In a post proof of concept interview, the respondents said they thought the VR 
meetings helped them communicate better with each other while stuck at home 
in quarantine, saying “it was the only time we felt like we were in the same space 
together.”

1 Hughes et al, Impact & Control of RFIs on Construction Projects, Navigant Construction Forum, 2013 
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VR COMMUNICATION

“Size and scale, focus during the meeting, and finding ergonomics issues 
in the models are the three big things you get with Resolve that you don’t 
get with reviews in Navisworks. Lastly, being in VR with client last week 
was the first time since I’ve started working from home that I felt we 
were in the same space. You can see his gestures and movements, and it 
communicates a lot more than a voice over Skype.” 

DANIEL STITT, MECHANICAL LEAD + PROJECT MANAGER, STANTEC

Fig. 4: Francis and Daniel evaluating valve access for plant staff. Francis above is about to create a speech-to-text note.


